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Coaching plays a key part in supporting the current education agenda and it is integral 
to continuing professional development. This book helps school leaders to deepen their 
understanding of how and why it is that coaching relationships can lead to increased capacity 
for learning, benefitting both education professionals and the young people in their care.

The chapters cover: 
•   models and types of coaching
•   specific frameworks for coaching
•   the impact of coaching on personal and professional development
•   how coaching can impact on raising attainment 
•   how coaching can improve teaching and learning
•   how a coaching culture can be developed

Written by experienced educators and coaches, this book provides insight for all those 
involved in school leadership. Included are case studies involving professionals working in 
early years, primary, and secondary settings as well as further reflection demonstrating how 
coaching and learning are connected. 

Sarah Gornall is a Leadership Coach and the Director of Coaching Climate.

Mannie Burn is a coach for school leaders and teachers and a Senior Consultant at
Best Practice Network in Bristol.

‘This is a complete and detailed book on professional coaching. I would thoroughly recommend 
it to aspiring expert coaches. In this time of frequent change, coaching has extra value.’
Sir John Whitmore, Chairman, Performance Consultants International
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Dedication
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1
Introduction

This introductory chapter includes: 

• Our aims in writing the book
• A guide to the shape of the book
• An explanation of our use of dialogue to start each chapter
• An overview of the contents of each chapter 

Coach How about starting by telling me a bit about the book? 

Mannie  The idea first came to me as I was walking the dog! I found myself 
 thinking that coaching often appeals to school leaders at a gut level. 
Although they instinctively see its potential, they may not have the time 
to look into it in depth. I thought that a book that laid out the big picture 
and key points about coaching under one roof could be useful.

Coach You’re sounding excited . . .

Mannie   Yes, I think it’s worth spending time exploring coaching because it can 
really help to develop the capacity to learn and change. It’s important for 
education and for meeting the challenges of the twenty-first century. 

Sarah  If teachers and school leaders understand more about the how and the 
why of coaching, extend their skills and help others thrive as a result of 
reading the book, then it will have repaid the effort. 

Coach  I’ve heard two claims. That coaching develops the capacity to learn and 
change. And that coaching helps people thrive. 

Mannie  We’ve seen it enable all sorts of people – teachers, education leaders, stu-
dents and pupils – to do things they didn’t feel were within their grasp 
before. For example, rebuilding and leading what had been a fragmented 
team, working effectively with a new colleague, even enjoying school!
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COACHING AND LEARNING IN SCHOOLS2

Sarah  We’ll be bringing evidence to back this up: case studies where we unpick 
both the impact of the coaching and how it was achieved; times when 
coaching has helped both children and education professionals develop 
their self-awareness, their confidence and their learning. 

Coach So that’s why you think coaching is powerful. What about the how?

Sarah  There are a couple of chapters where I’ll explain different models and 
frameworks for coaching, which are what you might do as a coach. And 
I’ll write about how to be as a coach as well. 

Mannie  I’ll describe how a couple of schools have trained staff and worked to 
embed a coaching culture. Of course, it isn’t an overnight fix. Cultural 
change takes time. 

Sarah  It also takes time to learn how to coach people at a deep level. The good 
news though, is that just shifting the way you relate and listening more 
actively is the start of the process, and that’s within everyone’s grasp.

Coach And when people have read the book, what do you hope for beyond that?

Sarah  That it will be both an inspiration and an ongoing resource for develop-
ment. Rather like a stone that’s thrown into a lake: we’d like the ripples 
to roll out, catching up more and more people, enriching their coaching 
and bringing benefit to others.

Coach It feels like the beginning of a journey . . . 

Mannie As if sparks might fly!

Genesis and Aims

The idea for this book has come about from our observation that school leaders 
often know instinctively that coaching is a ‘good thing’, that it meets a need and 
that they want a coaching culture in their school. Yet they are often challenged to 
explain to others what coaching is and why it is a good idea, how it supports the 
current education agendas such as ‘learning to learn’ and ‘the self-regulated learner’, 
how it ties in to their own education philosophy and vision and how it can 
strengthen learning relationships in schools. 

As external coaches, university lecturers and coach trainers, we have also noted that 
there is a huge amount of confusion about what coaching is. This is not surprising, 
as coaching is still establishing itself as a profession and the National Framework 
for Mentoring and Coaching was only published by the Centre for Research and 
Evidence in Education in 2005 (CUREE, 2005). 

Coaching is increasingly seen as an important means of professional develop-
ment in many sectors. We think that, in general, it has been adopted at an 
instrumental and transactional level in education, and that the philosophical, 
educational, relational and developmental potential of coaching may not yet 
have been fully explored. 
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INTRODUCTION 3

There are other manuals, toolkits and handbooks which tell us how to do 
coaching, which is part of our focus. However, we have yet to find a book 
which helps us to explore why we might spend precious resources of time and 
money on developing a coaching culture in schools and what the impact 
might be on adults and young people if we were to do so. That is what this 
book aims to do. 

We hope that implementing the ideas in the book will benefit children both 
directly, from fresh approaches on a one-to-one or group basis, and indirectly, from 
the quality of their interactions with self-aware and growing adults, who are sup-
porting each other in their own learning. 

Shape of the Book

The first thing that might strike you is the use of dialogue to introduce each 
chapter. Our rationale for this is twofold. First, the book was born out of dia-
logue. We spent days discussing our ideas before we started writing. We inter-
spersed our writing with discussion, which was sometimes supportive and 
sometimes challenging. Secondly, it is a book about coaching and coaching is 
conversation. So why not include as much of it as we could? Maybe we could 
both model something of the nature of coaching and at the same time introduce 
our ideas and points of view? 

There are two authors of this book. At times we speak with different voices. 
You will get to know us from the dialogues, from what we say about our expe-
rience in Chapter 2, and from the way in which we write our respective chapters. 
We both hold a strong belief that coaching has the potential to transform lives 
and the learning experience. We both have years of experience as educators in 
different sectors and have both turned to coaching as a later development of 
our careers. 

Each chapter starts with an overview of what we will cover. There is then a short 
dialogue that introduces the content rather more fully and emphasises certain 
points that we plan to explore. The structure of the main part of the chapter varies 
a bit according to the focus. You can expect to find: 

 • narrative which shares our knowledge and experience

 • descriptions of coaching models and frameworks

 • examples of coaching conversations 

 • case studies of one-to-one coaching 

 • examples of how coaching has been implemented in educational settings

 • summaries of some research into the impact of coaching.

We end each chapter with a summary of key points.
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Content of Chapters

Chapter 2 Our Position

We start by describing what we bring to the book as authors: our own pivotal 
 experiences and our perspectives on coaching and education, so you can assess the 
fit with your own views and weigh up our conclusions with foreknowledge of any 
bias we might have. Then we hear from a primary headteacher, who wrote a report 
on the impact of coaching and of external advisers with coach-like attitudes, on 
both her and the staff in her school. We sum up with a number of conclusions 
about the nature of coaching drawn from these personal stories of coaching. 

Chapter 3 Definitions of Coaching and Learning

Our third chapter defines what we mean by both coaching and learning. The term 
‘coaching’ is used to mean a range of different approaches, with different expecta-
tions about confidentiality, setting the agenda and giving advice. We explain our 
definition and what we see as the differences between coaching and other sorts of 
learning relationship, such as teaching, training and counselling. We draw a distinc-
tion between dedicated coaching, being coach-like and having a coaching approach. 
We give a brief outline of the informational and transformative aspects of learning 
in order to inform our discussion about how coaching and learning connect. 
Imagine the huge question of what learning is, as just one part of one chapter of one 
short book! We end with an overview of the history of coaching from its origins in 
the work of other disciplines in the 1930s to its global spread in the today. 

Chapter 4 Impact of Coaching on Personal  
and Professional Development

This chapter is all about evidence of the impact of coaching on school leaders and 
teachers. We hear from an experienced headteacher, with an excellent report from 
the Office for Standards in Education (OFSTED) in a previous school, who none the 
less felt that maybe headship was not for her – until she had coaching. We hear 
how the experience enabled her to shift her leadership style to be more true to 
herself and her values, and to benefit her staff. We ask ‘How was this outcome 
achieved?’ Then we look at several other studies of coaching, including the evalu-
ation of two small-scale coaching projects for headteachers, the impact that train-
ing in coaching skills had on a number of teachers in terms of their interactions 
with pupils and their own professional development and research by the National 
College and we discuss the common themes that emerge.

Chapter 5 The Process of Coaching: Being, Having and Doing

Chapter 5 is about the being, having and doing of coaching. This is what we think 
are the essential attributes of an effective coach, based on our experience. From 
this, we hope that you will understand both how to bring yourself to coaching and 
how to build the sort of trusting and productive relationship that is typical of 
coaching. We also give you some tips for staying in focus as you coach. Most coach-
ing books explain the process of coaching as an adult – adult interaction. Here we 
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use two case studies of adults coaching children. The first is based on a small-scale 
project carried out by a teacher as part of a postgraduate professional development 
programme. In the second, the coach is an early years practitioner, who was 
inspired by a course on coaching skills to try out a different approach with her own 
daughter, when the latter was having problems with her literacy homework. We 
discuss what happened in each instance and what the two coaches in the case stud-
ies actually did to be effective.

Chapter 6 Impact of Coaching on Learning

In Chapter 6, we discuss the impact of coaching on learning. Here we develop our 
thinking about the connections between coaching and learning to a greater degree 
than we did in Chapter 3. We ask a series of questions to tease out the factors that 
underpin effective learning and then consider how coaching might support those 
factors. We don’t pretend to be exhaustive, simply to shed our own perspective on 
this perennially fascinating subject. Our writing is informed by research on learn-
ing and the Effective Lifelong Learning Inventory (ELLI) and Building Learning 
Power (BLP) frameworks. We explain how we see that these two approaches con-
nect with coaching and then discuss two case studies: a special educational needs 
coordinator (SENCO) coaching a group of Year 4 boys, with impact on their attain-
ment in writing, and an independent coach coaching a mature student to improve 
his awareness of himself as a learner. We conclude that coaching really can help to 
raise attainment.

Chapter 7 Models and Types of Coaching

This chapter is the first of two with a very practical focus. We outline some of the 
major approaches to coaching, such as solution focused and behavioural coaching, 
and give light-touch descriptions of a number of practical coaching frameworks 
with examples of questions and dialogue as illustration. The illustrative questions 
are based on personal coaching experience. The next section is on psychological 
approaches to coaching, some of which also engender frameworks. We give an 
example of cognitive behavioural coaching in action with a secondary school 
manager, and touch on the use of neuro-linguistic programming (NLP), and trans-
actional analysis (TA) in coaching. You will realise from this outline that coaches can 
draw on a wide range of traditions, leading to the concept of the eclectic coach. We 
end the chapter with some ideas for putting some of these approaches and frame-
works into practice in an educational setting. 

Chapter 8 Coaching Tools and Activities

This is our second practical chapter. It focuses on coaching tools and activities, 
what they are, and how and why you might use them. Our approach to tools is 
that they must serve the development of the coachee. The way they are used is 
very important, as is permission from the coachee to use them in the first place. 
We describe the coaching wheel and two contexts in which you might like to use it 
with staff. Then we give you some ideas for varying your approach to suit different 
people and different preferences. These include working with pictures, diagrams and 
objects to stimulate thinking, using physical movement and visualisations to 
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